The Librarian’s Book Bag (2012)

**Trick of the Light** by Louise Penny

**The Blight Way** by Patrick McManus

**Liar, Liar** by K. J. Larsen

**Pleating for Mercy** by Melissa Bourbon

**Books Can be Deceiving** by Jenn McKinlay

**The Damage Done** by Hilary Davidson

**Sister** by Rosemund Lupton

**My Lucky Life In and Out of Show Business** by Dick Van Dyke

**The Garner Files: A Memoir** by James Garner and Jon Winokur

**If You Ask Me (And of Course You Won’t)** by Betty White

**Bad Dog** by Martin Kihn

**Slammerkin** by Emma Donaghue

**Once Upon a River** by Bonnie Jo Campbell

**Bloodroot** by Amy Greene

**Down River** by Karen Harper

**Dakota Born** by Debbie Macomber

**Battle Hymn of the Tiger Mother** by Amy Chua

**Let’s be Reasonable** by Joel Sartore

**Oh No, She Didn’t: The Top 100 Style Mistakes Women Make and How to Avoid Them** by Clinton Kelly
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